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SystemC ; IEEE Std. 1666
- Free simulator for HW/SW Systems; C++ based; C++ based framework
- https://accellera.org/downloads/standards/systemc

SystemC AMS; IEEE Std. 1666.1-2016
- Support DSP methods, analog
- https://www.coseda-tech.com/systemc-ams-proof-of-concept

AADDlib
- Symbolic execution/simulation of e.g. C++ 11, SystemC, SystemC AMS
- https://github.com/TUK-CPS/AADD

:  free eco-system for HW/SW/AMS systems
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SystemC (AMS), SPICE and AADDlib in Development Process
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Overview of Tool Integration
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SystemC AMS: simulation of AMS systems at functional and block diagram level
§ Directed interaction of functional blocks
§ Blocks are either ideal functions or behavioral models, no circuit-level models

SystemC AMS: Block Diagram Level, but not Circuit Level
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TIMED DATA FLOW (TDF): 

§ Functions of blocks in block diagrams are processed in data flow’s direction. 
§ Ports may have different rates

- Static data-flow + timing annotated 
- Scheduling before simulation

LINEAR SIGNAL FLOW (LSF)

§ Structure sets up system of linear equations

Block Diagrams in SystemC AMS
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By a (static) function (TDF only)
- E.g. mixer: 

By a transfer function
- E.g. filter: 

By a  macro model (ELN)
- E.g. power driver

… or by arbitrary C++ code, maybe mixing all the above options. 

Specification of a Block’s Function
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y = ltf_1(nom, denom, x); 

y = rf_in*carrier; 

(SPICE-like Structure of switches, 
controlled sources, R L C)



Function of a  “filter” is described by a transfer function, e.g. 

SystemC AMS allows us to specify the behavior of a block by C++ -Code  

Simple Example: Executable Specification of a Filter
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sca_module(“LP“) {
sca_in<double> x; 
sca_out<double> y; 
(…)
void sca_processing() { 

A(0) = 1.0;
denom(0)=1.0; denom(1)=r2pi/fc;   
y = ltf_block(A, denom, x);

}
} 

!(#)x y
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!(#)
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SystemC (AMS), SPICE and AADDlib in Development Process
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Relevant properties of filter for the system are amplification, corner frequency, 
noise, limitation, … 

- E.g. corner frequency !", amplification # can be modeled by a range
- In specification: means allowed range
- In behavioral model: models uncertainties, impact of PVT variations

Refined model of a filter … more realistic! 
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void processing() 
(...)   
A(0) = 1.0 + dA;           // Range of possible A
denom(0)=1.0;
denom(1)=r2pi/(fc + df);   // Range of possible fc

if (x > 5.0) then x = 5.0; // limitation at input
x += noise(3);             // assume some noise

y = ltf_block(A, denom, x); 

if y > 5.0 then y = 5.0;   // limitation at output



Affine forms represent linear dependencies in symbolic way:

!": = "% +'
()*

+
"(,( with noise symbols ,( ∈ −1,1

- "% is center value, 
- "( are partial deviations, models sensitivity to variations e.g. P, V or T. 
- Nonlinear dependencies handled by safe inclusion with "( not used 

otherwise. e.g. Chebychev approximation

Limitations: 
- Functions with local extrema, discontinuous functions, e.g. 

Affine forms, affine arithmetic [Andrade, Stolfi, 1997]
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A(0) = 1.0 +/- dA;      // Range of possible A
= 1.0 +   dA * => // By affine form

if y > 5.0 then y = 5.0;   // limitation at output



Basic Example: Use of libAADD in C++ 11
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if y > 5.0 then y = 5.0;   // limitation at output

[-2, -1] [3,102]

48 + 50&' 52 + 50&'

50 + 50ε' > 1
⟺ ε' > −49/50
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Benchmark: 3rd order sigma-delta modulator
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integrators, and input of the quantizer must be in a range
[�2,2].
With the property specification language from Sec. 5, these
requirements can be described as follows:

G(IN(y,�2,2))

G(IN(x1,�2,2))

G(IN(x2,�2,2))

G(IN(x3,�2,2)),

where the IN operator checks if a value of a signal (given
as a first argument) lies in the range [�2,2]; G is the always
operator. It ensures that the respective assertion must hold
always during simulation. Thus, the above assertions will
be satisfied if values of signals y, resp. x1, x2 and x3 at each
point in time lie in the range [�2,2].
After the symbolic simulation, all signals are sequences
of AADD. Fig. 3 plots the minimum and maximum val-
ues of the third integrator output x3 for 30 time steps
in one symbolic simulation run for input and initial inte-
grator constraints in a range doubleS(-0.5, 0.5) resp.
doubleS(-0.1, 0.1). To get more accurate bounds, the
assertions use an LP (linear programming) solver to com-
pute upper/lower bounds of the 3rd integrator output x3 that
are then compared with specified bounds [�2,2].
Tables 2 and 3 show a comparison of the run times of an
AADD-based symbolic simulation with other state of the
art methods applied on the same case study. The modula-
tor behavior is simulated symbolically, and assertions are
checked for two sets of input and initial conditions.
In Table 2, we use the initial values as used in [14]. We
compare the runtime of symbolic simulation of SystemC
AMS models with those of [14] that uses recurrence equa-
tions for modeling. In Table 3, we compare the run time
with [6] where the authors extended their tool d/dt to ver-
ify mixed-signal systems using mixed-integer linear pro-
gramming. Run times of the AADD-based symbolic simu-
lation include the time for checking the saturation of the
third integrator with the assertion G(IN(x3,�2,2)). In
both cases, the integrator did not enter its saturation zone as
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Figure 3 Worst case values of x3 for 30 time steps.

the assertion was satisfied; values of x3 at each time point
stayed within the desired range [�2,2]. For the second case
of input and initial conditions, this can be seen in Fig. 3.
The quantizer overload has been checked with the asser-
tion G(IN(y,�2,2)). For the first set of input and initial
conditions the quantizer was not overloaded and the asser-
tion was satisfied. However, for the second set the worst
case values of quantizer input y crossed value �2 and 2
resp. The simulation run was stopped and the error was
reported that the assertion failed at the time step n = 10.

Table 2 Comparison with [14].

Initial input and
integrator values AADD [14]

x1 2 [0.012,0.013]
x2 2 [0.01,0.02]
x3 2 [0.8,0.82]
u = 0.54

1.93 s for N = 100
time steps

31 s for N = 38
time steps

Table 3 Comparison with d/dt [6].

Initial input and
integrator values AADD d/dt

x1 2 [�0.1,0.1]
x2 2 [�0.1,0.1]
x3 2 [�0.1,0.1]
u 2 [�0.5,0.5]

525 s for N = 30
time steps

> 2 h for N = 30
time steps

7 Summary and Conclusion

The paper gives an overview of a formal approach for the
verification of AMS systems. The approach is based on
symbolic simulation using AADD and assertion-based ver-
ification of systems’ properties. Compared with state of
the art, the approach can easily be integrated in existing
design flows because it uses existing modeling languages
(SystemC, SystemC AMS).
Furthermore, AADD significantly improve scalability to
larger problem sizes. This is due to the fact that we use
affine forms as linear dependency models. This permits
us to significantly reduce the number of feasible paths as
we can, for linear systems, accurately compute path condi-
tions.
Future work targets two aspects:
First, we aim at improving the support for “Concolic” sim-
ulation. This is important because application of formal
verification requires very precise and careful selection of
the aspects to be verified in a comprehensive way. Model-
ing and verification can be seen as an art where tools must
enable the artist to select the right methods among a broad
spectrum, including Monte-Carlo, DoE, and symbolic sim-
ulation with assertion checking.
Second, so far, the approach in particular lacks support for
probabilistic deviations. A first concept is described in [13]
for Gaussian probability density functions. The extension
of AADD towards more general probabilistic uncertainties
is a subject of ongoing work. For this purpose we intend to

Table 1 Assertions’ operators

Operator name Symbols Operator meaning
Relational operators <,>,,�,== Assign standard relational operators.

Logic operators &&,k,!, !
Logic and, or, implication, resp.
Negation operator.
Used to combine more assertions into one.

Affine Analog Operator IN(a,b1,b2) Checks if an affine value of a lies in range [b1,b2].

Affine Analog Frequency Operator FIN[ f1, f2](a,b1,b2)
GFIN[ f1, f2](a,b1,b2)

*Check if an affine value of a at a frequency f 2 [ f1, f2]
lies in the range [b1,b2].
FIN returns true if there exists such a frequency,
otherwise reports an error and stops simulation.
GFIN returns true if (*) is valid for all frequencies in [ f1, f2],
otherwise reports an error and stops simulation.

Slope operator DV(a) Calculates slope of a signal a ( d
dt a).

Temporal operators G,F
G[t1, t2],F [t1, t2]

Checks assertion during simulation.
G returns true if an assertion is satisfied at each point in time.
F returns true if an assertion is satisfied at any point in time.
If the range [t1, t2] is specified, the assertion is checked
only at time points within [t1, t2].

5 Specification of properties

Properties of a system under test are checked during a sim-
ulation run with assertions. The approach is partially sim-
ilar to temporal logic, but in addition permits the specifi-
cation of typical analog properties. For this purpose, we
permit in particular the specification of acceptance regions
for all quantities, a slope operator on signals, and a fre-
quency operator that permits specification of acceptance
regions in the frequency domain. Note that in particular
the properties on slew-rate or in the frequency domain can-
not be computed with flowpipe approaches like [14] that
only represent the enclosing hull of possible signals. Un-
like such approaches, AADD represent all possible signal
trajectories in a symbolic way. Hence, we can also check
properties on slew-rate or in the frequency domain.
Table 1 summarizes the available operators that we use to
describe properties of a system. A more detailed descrip-
tion can be found in [17].

6 Case study: symbolic simulation

of a DS-modulator

As a case study we model a 3rd-order delta-sigma modu-
lator. We use the timed data flow model of computation
in SystemC AMS. The block diagram of the modulator is
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. Third-order ∆Σ Modulator

as: P(k) = Always(�1 < x3(k) < 1 for all k � 0. The modulator
is described using the following recurrence equations:

x1(k +1) = i f (c3x3(k)+u >= 0,x1(k)+b1u�a1a,

x1(k)+b1u+a1a)

x2(k +1) = i f (c3x3(k)+u >= 0,c1x1(k)+ x2(k)+b2u(k)

�a2a,c1x1(k)+ x2(k)+b2u(k)+a2a)

x3(k +1) = i f (c3x3(k)+u >= 0,c2x2(k)+ x3(k)+b3u(k)

�a3a,c2x2(k)+ x3(k)+b3u(k)+a3a)

Applying the symbolic simulation, we obtain the following
expression of the property:

P(k +1) = i f (c3x3(k)+u >= 0,

c2x2(k)+ x3(k)+b3u(k)�a3a < 2,

�2 < c2x2(k)+ x3(k)+b3u(k)+a3a)

The correctness of the property P(k + 1) depends on the
parameters A,B and C, the values of variables x1(k), x2(k)
and x3(k), the time k, and the input signal u(k). We verify
the ∆Σ modulator for the following set of parameters inspired
from the analysis in [8]:

�
��

��

a = 1 a1 = 0.044 a2 = 0.2881

a3 = 0.7997 b1 = 0.07333 b2 = 0.2881

b3 = 0.7997 c1 = c2 = c3 = 1

We applied the Algorithm 1 in order to verify the ∆Σ
modulator stability for the above set of parameters. Table I
shows the verification results for the design given in Figure
3. We use the same circuit parameters set as in [8]. The
experiments were performed on an Intel Core2 1900 MHz
processor with 2GB of RAM. The initial constraints define
the set of test cases over which interval based simulation
is applied. If the property is false, as in the first and third
cases in Table I, then the verification is completed and a
counterexample is generated from the simulated intervals. On
the contrary, when the property is True, we have a partial
verification result as it is bounded in terms of simulation steps.
The second case in Table I illustrates such limitation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a semi-formal methodology for
the stability verification of ∆Σ modulators under a set of given
initial conditions and input signals. The main advantage of the
method is the sound verification it provides over the simulation
time. In addition, it generates counterexamples for the failed
properties, which can be used for further analysis.

TABLE I

VERIFICATION RESULTS

Initial Property Evaluation CPU time
Constraints for n = 0 to Nmax Cycles Used

0.028  x1(0)  0.03 Nmax = 40 1.5 sec
�0.03  x2(0)  �0.02 n = 0 to 15 True x1[16] �! 0.263

0.8  x3(0)  0.82, u := 0.8 n > 15 False x2[16] �! 1.256 , x3[16] �! 2.42
0.012  x1(0)  0.013 Nmax = 38 31 sec
0.01  x2(0)  0.02

0.8  x3(0)  0.82, u := 0.54 True
0.163  x1(0)  0.164 Nmax = 40 0.8 sec

�0.022  x2(0)  �0.021 n = 0 to 17 True x1[19] �! 0.163
0.8  x3(0)  0.82, u := 0.6 n > 17 False x2[19] �! 0.886, x3[19] �! 2.47

The method is still in primary phase and some issues need
to be addressed to make it more practical. For instance, the
interval based reachability computation is expensive and hence
limits the maximum verification time steps as divergence can
occur quickly. This is mainly caused by the wrapping effect

[10] which appears when the results of a computation are
overestimated when enclosed into intervals, hence leading to
error accumulation at each time step.

To tackle some of the limitation mentioned, we plan to use
a variant of interval analysis that can reduce the divergence
problem. In addition, we plan to integrate this methodology
with the induction based verification developed in [1].
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Figure 2 Block diagram of 3rd order Delta-Sigma modu-
lator [20].

The values of the coefficients are taken from[20]:

b1 = 0.0444;b2 = 0.2881;b3 = 0.7997

a1 = �0.0444;a2 = �0.2881;a3 = �0.7997

c1 = c2 = c3 = 1;b4 = 1.

The integrator outputs x1, x2, x3 are computed by discrete-
time integration of the integrator input signals.
The SystemC AMS model consists of a timed data flow
cluster that implements the 3rd order integrator part and
the quantizer. For example, the processing method of the
SystemC AMS model of a single discrete-time integrator
stage is:

void processing() {
x_1=x_1+0.0444*(u-v);

}

The implementation of the other integrators is straight-
forward.
The output signal of the third integrator x3[n] is added to
the modulator input signal u[n] and forwarded to the input
of the one-bit quantizer y[n]. The quantizer sets all positive
values of y to 1 and negative values and 0 to �1. As a
SystemC AMS module:

SCA_TDF_MODULE(quantizer) {
sca_tdf::sca_in<doubleS> y;
sca_tdf::sca_out<doubleS> v;
void processing() {

ifS(y>0) v=1; elseS v=-1; endS
}
quantizer(sc_module_name nm){}

}

To guarantee the stable behavior of the modulator, inte-
grator saturation, and quantizer overload must be checked.
For this circuit this means that the respective outputs of the
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Property 1: G(!., -2, 2)  with / ∈ {1, 2, 3} for !+was satisfied in both cases.
Property 2: G(y, -2, 2) failed for second set of initial conditions, simulation was stopped.



Cadence-design of dual-charge-pump PLL of ZigBee transceiver
- 8434 lines of C++ Code in SystemC by netlister
- 7-12 parameters with symbolic variations
- 40.000-120.000 time steps
- 4-11 min. for symbolic simulation, assertion checking

Does it scale for “real” designs? 
Larger case study …  
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Figure 4. PLL behavior: Symbolic simulation versus DOE 
 

 
III Zusammenfassung 
In diesem Bericht präsentieren wir Verfahrene zur Kombination von numerischer Simulation 
wie DOE mit symbolischer Simulation. Symbolische Simulation ist durch XAAF Abstract Data 
Type (ADT) implementiert. XAAF ADT ermöglicht Berechnungen mit symbolischen Formen 
aber auch mit einem numerischen Datentyp (int, double, bool). Zwei mögliche Verfahren sind 
präsentiert. DOE und symbolische Methoden können beide auf Systemebene angewendet 
werden. Dafür wird ein existierender Simulator verwendet werden.  
Diese Kombination bringt die folgende Vorteile: 

• Überapproximation mit nichtmonotonen Funktionen in einer symbolischen Simulation 
kann durch numerische Simulation deutlich reduziert werden 

• Die hohe  Nummer von numerischen Simulationsläufen kann durch eine symbolische 
Simulation deutlich reduziert werden  

Diese Vorteile sind durch Simulation der PLL Schaltung eines IEEE 802.15.4 RF Transceiver 
klar gezeigt. 
Andererseits können auch verschiede Simulatoren verwendet werden, ein auf 
Schaltungsebene und anderer auf Systemebene. Diese Idee ist in Kooperation mit LUH für 
hierarchische Verifikation von Mixed-Signal Systemen benutzt. Einzelne Komponenten sind 
auf Schaltungsebene simuliert. Ergebnisse von Schaltungssimulation werden für das 
Berechnen Eigenschaften von Komponenten verwendet. Die Eigenschaften werden wie 
affine Formen präsentiert. Von den berechneten Eigenschaften werden Verhaltensmodelle 
generiert, um symbolische Simulation eines ganzen Systems auf Systemebene 
durchzuführen. 
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§ Combination of SystemC (AMS), AADDLib, SPICE provides a seamless flow, linking 

circuit-level design and system-level design

§ Interesting observation: Tool flow used in Automotive / Microelectronics 

companies for analysis of power train, ECU software, impact on emissions,  …  

- Collaboration: Funding for 3-4 PhD or Postdoc from industry

- Collaboration: AADDlib + VHDL?  

§ Next major version of AADDlib in preparation

- Based on Java (jAADD) and Z3

Conclusion
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Outlook: Agile development of AMS systems with AGILA
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In EBNF from C++14 grammar: 

§ ifS, elseS, whileS, endS are macros that introduce more complex C++ code. 
§ Instrumentations can be done manually or by simple preprocessor. 
§ statement can be any C++ statement including selection and iteration statements.

Instrumentation of Selection and Iteration Statements
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1:  if (condition)  
2:    statement   
3:  [ else
4:    statement ]

1:  ifS (condition)  
2:    statement   
3:  [ elseS
4:    statement ] endS

1:  while (condition)  
2:    statement   

1:  whileS (condition)  
2:    statement endS

instrumented

instrumented



Path condition
- Conjunction of all conditions from start of program to current state
- Represented in BDD-like part of symbolic variables of type BDD/AADD

Block condition
- Conjunction of elementary predicates whose control flow is not yet joined

( “nested blocks” of selection and iteration statements in C++)

Definition: Path condition & block condition
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1:  a = 0; 
2:  ifS (c2) 
3:    a = 1;    
4:  elseS
5:    a = 2; endS;
6:  

Block condition is c2. 

a = 1|c2 or 2| !"2 .
Block condition is true. 

Block condition is "2



Global stack of conditions stores all conditions (maybe negated) of the block 
condition as a BDD (boolean part) w/ symbolic predicates on !" (comparisons):  

§ For all conditional branches (no matter by which statement: ifS, whileS, ... )
- Push condition on stack of block conditions

§ For all merges in control flow 
- Pop condition from stack of block conditions

Overloaded assignment operators (=, -=, +=, ... on AADD or BDD): 

Algorithm: Block condition tracking
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1:  METHOD assign(rval, lval: AADD or BDD) 
2:    bc := AND(all conditions on stack);
3:    lval := ITE(bc, lval, rval); 
4:    return lval;  



§ Concrete and (value-)symbolic signals are sequences of samples !" = (!, &)
Concrete signal:  !( ≔ !*, !+, !,, …
Symbolic signal:  !̂( ≔ !̂*, !̂+, !̂,, … ; values can be AADD but not time-tags. 

§ Concrete and symbolic process activation

§ TDF & DE MoC with concrete clk require no further precautions; 
otherwise: overloaded update() of sc_prim_channel needed

Symbolic Simulation of SystemC (AMS, TDF) 
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sc_in<bool>    clk; // concrete signal
sc_in<doubleS> th;  // symbolic signals
sc_out<intS>   cnt; 

void count() {
if (th > 2) cnt += 1;

}
SC_METHOD(count) sensitive << clk;  

• Concrete process
activation if clk is concrete.

• Symbolic activation 
if clk is symbolic.


